ELECTRONIC MEDICAL RECORDS REFERENCES
“Our Electronic Medical Records server is a SQL Server and one day it came to a halt. I did
everything: ran spyware, deleted numerous .tmp files, ran Windows update, but nothing would allow
the server to run. Then I installed and ran Diskeeper and found that the hard drive was horribly
fragmented. The server came up after Diskeeper finished defragging the system.
“I run Diskeeper on all of my servers and workstations now. I make sure we keep up with the newest
versions and run everything with Diskeeper. I check all my servers from time to time to see how the
state of fragmentation is, and so far it is always in the BLUE! I am a Diskeeper customer for life!”
Brett Taylor, Network Security Administrator, Van Wert Medical Services

“I am enjoying V-locity. It has made a difference in performance, especially with my virtual machines.
One major feature I like is the functionality to compact the VHD files. My hard drive was running low
on space, but I knew my virtual machines weren’t using that much and V-locity told me which virtual
hard drives to compact. I did that and it freed up a lot of space.
“We are running NextGen HER (Electronic Medical Records ) which generates hundreds of files daily,
but we don’t have to worry because every night V-locity puts them in their place! The speed of our
virtual guests and hosts and increased dramatically as well as our biggest file server that serves 170
users. I also like how unobtrusive V-locity is… I don’t even notice that it is there really. I am excited to
see this software company on the cutting edge!”
Chris Gahlsdorf, System Administrator, Northwest Human Services Salem, OR

“I have seen a difference in the demands on our Dell PowerEdge server even when I manually ran
defrag during peak work time. No slowdown was noticed. We are a medical practice with four
doctors in two offices. The server is located in our main office in Denison, our other office in
Sherman and is connected to our server by a point-to-point T-1. We have 26 workstations, which
include 4 Tablet PC's that the doctors use while seeing patients. We run Centricity Physician Office
Practice on the server for scheduling and patient information. We also run Allscripts TouchChart
electronic medical records, which we scan all patient documents into; this is what the doctors use
on their tablets PC's.
“Diskeeper keeps our data system running clean and fast, with over 700,000 scanned in documents
on our server. Diskeeper is a must for keeping the system from slowing down and files from being
fragmented all over the hard drive. Thing are running great with this must have product.”
Joe Parton, Information Technology, ENT Centers of North Texas
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